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A Hunk of Steel
Commemorates Heroism
By Orland French

Many of our historical plaques commemorate pioneers and actions of the distant past, but there are a
few in our community that pay tribute to the heroes
of our modern times.
One is located in Belleville's No. 1 fire hall and commemorates the bravery and heroism of New York
City firefighters in the attack of 9/11.
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As it is on display in a large window at ground level,
the I-beam is visible even when the fire hall is closed
to the public. Other historical artifacts are also on
display in the fire hall when it is open to the public.
The station is on Bettes and Station streets, right
across from the VIA Station.
Another tribute to heroism stands in Trenton, where a
Civic Memorial Tree commemorates the actions of
volunteers and staff of the new city of Quinte West
in 1998. They helped the Township of North Dundas
recover from the devastation of the “Ice Storm of
'98.” The Quinte area had been barely touched by the
storm, but from Napanee east destruction caused by
thick layers of ice build-up on wires and trees was
immense.
Quinte West, proud of its status as one of Ontario's
newest cities, reached out to help a distant neighbour.
Like Quinte West, North Dundas had also been established in 1998 as a new municipality. There was
a kinship among the “ newbie” cities of Ontario.
Although North Dundas lies east of Kemptville, it
was a “neighbour” to Quinte West in a municipal
sense. Staffers and volunteers loaded into their cars
and trucks with ropes and chain saws and rushed
down to North Dundas to clear the streets of downed
power lines and tree branches.

In a window display of the fire hall there is a large
section of I-beam recovered from the ruins of the
World Trade Centre. It serves as a memorial for those
who lost their lives in the destruction of the Trade
Centre on September 11, 2001. Of the 2,977 victims,
343 were firefighters. In 2015, communities around
the world applied for a piece of the WTC to establish
memorials. Belleville was one of the first cities in
Canada to receive a piece of the destroyed building.

The newborn Quinte West was clearly proud of its
role in helping another municipality rid itself of icestorm damage. The Civic Memorial Tree, a crimson
king maple that explodes into glorious colour in the
fall, stands in a small park at the corner of Dundas
Street and Fraser Park Drive in downtown Trenton.
Orland French, Hastings County Historical Society.
More details can be found at
hastingshistoricalplaques.ca.

Follow the activities of the Hastings County Historical Society online

Facebook: @HastingsHistory

Twitter: @CountyHastings

Website: HastingsHistory.ca

Instagram: @HastingsHistory
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Belleville Man Directs
the Stars

This work brought him his second Emmy, director of
the year in 1975. The 1960s and 1970s were the era
of the musical comedy variety series and specials,
with up to six such programs every week, and Bill
Davis was the director of choice.

No, we are not talking about a great astronomer or
astrophysicist rising from the streets of Belleville to
enlighten the world, but one of Belleville's own who
was the toast of Hollywood in the 1960s and 1970s
and created award-winning programs for the biggest
names in the entertainment world.

After more than 40 years in the entertainment industry, from Toronto to New York to Hollywood, Bill
Davis retired in 1997 and initially split his time between Los Angeles and the good life in Havana. Ultimately, as he moved into his late seventies, Bill felt
the magnetic draw of his home town, and he returned
to Belleville. Bill joined a small group who had been
holding court over lunch once each week to dissect
the local scene and solve the world's problems. I was
fortunate to be part of this group with Orland French,
Bill Hunt, Doug Woodley, Ron Day and Bob
Flindall, along with some others. Bill Davis was always a quiet and soft-spoken person, but on occasion
we could coax from him some great tales of the unwritten stories of the Hollywood stars.

By Richard Hughes

Bill Davis was just another BCI student in the late
1940s, not sure of his future, when he got a summer
job at CJBQ, and he instantly was bitten by the radio
and entertainment bug. This led him to Ryerson in
1950, where he enrolled in the Radio/TV Arts
Course. After graduation, he aimed at a radio career
at CBC, but could only nail down a stagehand job at
the CBC's new television studio. But these were the
very early days of television, and his talents were
quickly recognized. He advanced into the realm of
producer and director. His early successes included
Here's Duffy with singer Jack Duffy, The Tommy
Ambrose Show and several Wayne and Shuster
Hours.
His growing success and recognition in the 1960s led
him to New York where he directed a rollicking new
series for NBC, introducing the rock-and-roll phenomenon to television in Hullabaloo. This new approach to television with fast-paced, sharp humour
and top rock performers was an instant hit. His reputation spread quickly leading him to director roles
with the Jonathan Winters Show and the Julie Andrews Show while continuing to return to Canada to
direct programs in Toronto and Montreal. Bill Davis
achieved phenomenal success with a new approach
to country music with a very corny music and comedy show, Hee Haw.
Bill Davis's greatest achievements were still ahead of
him when he moved to Hollywood and became the
director of several special programs and series of the
biggest musical and comedy stars. In 1973, Bill won
his first Emmy Award for the Julie Andrews Hour.
After that, he was the choice of the entertainment
industry, working with every big name—Frank Sinatra, Johnny Cash, Tony Bennett, the Jacksons, Dolly
Parton, Willie Nelson, Paul Anka, Smothers Brothers—the list goes on. He was particularly proud of
his work with John Denver and his Rocky Mountain
Christmas Special Show set high in the mountains.

Such an amazing individual was Bill Davis, from his
first exposure to radio at CJBQ to a career that
reached the very heights of the world entertainment
industry. He was very happy to complete the circle,
spending his final years in his home town, surrounded by old friends. Bill passed away July 30, 2014, at
the age of 81.
Note: You can see Hullabaloo and Hee Haw episodes as well as the John Denver Rocky Mountain
Christmas and Julie Andrews Christmas Specials,
directed by Bill Davis, on YouTube.

Bill Davis with one of his Emmy Awards
Photo by The Intelligencer
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Remember When
By Jim Kennelly
The Memories Project, launched early in 2021, is
nearly a half-year into its existence. When so many
have limited options about what to do during these
unusual times, we thought that everyone would benefit from the worthwhile, interesting and exciting
chances to preserve our memories of what life was
like “back then.” Stories that reflect on the way life
was lived could be shared, placed in our Archives,
and some might even be published in Outlook.
You might think that people are not interested in
what you have to say or write. As a family historian,
I would have treasured some of the stories of my
parents, grandparents and great-grandparents. Their

humble take on life would have been invaluable. Perhaps they could have commented on the smallpox
epidemic when they were living in East Hungerford.
Their own survival during the cash-strapped Depression would have been a challenging story. Or how
they made their way without the benefits of health
care as we have it today!
You have a chance to share your take on life and shed
light on the past or even the more recent past. A
young person could write the story of surviving the
COVID-19 pandemic and on-line learning. Some
might wish to write the story of the challenge of
COVID-19 from more experienced years. Perhaps
you have stories about the telephone party line, the
organizing of church socials, or the community of a
particular street or road. Some families had superstitions that governed their activities. How was Hallow-
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een celebrated in your community when you were
young? Perhaps your home had an interesting history. The possibilities are limitless. What are the stories that you like to tell? They are probably the ones
that are the easiest to write!

hundred words would be fantastic. You can be longer! Send your stories to HCHS, 254 Pinnacle Street,
2nd Floor, Belleville, ON K8N 3B1 or e-mail them to
info@hastingshistory.ca. Your stories will be a treasure for all.

Don’t delay! Join our project and share a story or
several about the past. Two hundred fifty to four

It’s Reading Time Again
By Michelle Hutchison

The weather is improving. Flowers are blooming and the birds are singing happy songs. We may still be in
the clutches of COVID, but we can use our time well by reading some very informative books.

Known for her strength and determination while living in the backwoods
of Ontario, Susanna Moodie wrote of the trials and tribulations of life “in
the bush,” as she called it. Drawing from Susanna Moodie’s own writings as well as from the research of eminent historians, author Cecily
Ross imagines what Susanna might have written had she kept a diary.
The Lost Diaries of Susanna Moodie is a work of historical fiction that
not only portrays the physical privations experienced by this pioneer
woman and her family, but also offers a glimpse of the emotional toll of
such hardships for a woman of gentle upbringing and sensibilities. In the
process, this icon of Canadian history assumes a more human face.
383 pages

$23

It’s the who’s who of Hastings County! From murderers to schoolmarms, from past to present day, be introduced to 50 of the Most Infamous, Important, Influential, Interesting People of Hastings County.
Paul Kirby has collected and edited stories of celebrated women and
men who have left a mark on Hastings County. These are folk to be noted for their fame or infamy. The thumbnail sketches will leave the reader asking for more information about these notorious individuals.
152 pages

$18

Pick up your copy of these two fine books at the Community Archives in the Library/Archives building, 2 nd
floor.
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Learning to Work
on the Farm
By Jim Kennelly

Most farm kids learned to work at an early age. My
generation in the 1950s was no exception. Bringing
in sticks of wood for the wood stove so we could
have heat for the home and cooking was an early beginning to the world of farm work. Getting a pail of
water was a match for this. Both occurred when we
were old enough to handle the weight.
As young boys, my brother John and I learned to feed
the chickens, pigs and even the cows. This latter activity meant forking sweet-smelling clover, timothy
and alfalfa hay from the mows high in the barn onto
the barn floor. Then we lugged the hay into the manger where we stacked it waist high in front of each
cow. The chickens were easier—some grain and water, but you had to face the chickens that might peck
at you with their sharp beaks before they were fed or
the wrath of a rooster who might consider you fair
game. Pigs were slopped with cracked grain mixed
with water in a pail. This mess was poured into a
trough. In the summertime, this might be a pail of
whey from the barrel; the whey, left over from the
making of cheese, having returned from the cheese
factory in the empty milk cans. Somehow this
seemed to demand a certain amount of negotiating
with the hungry pigs, no mean task for young boys.

Gerald, Claire, Shaun, Paul, Vincent, Kieran, John,
Peter, Christine

One of my early tasks was to capture two chickens
on Saturday for my mother. This job necessitated
running down a chicken, preferably a rooster, grabbing it by its two legs, and taking it to the chopping
block, a large chunk of a maple tree’s trunk. There, it
met the unhappy fate of Charles I of England. A
quick fling into the air ensured we would not have a

visible reminder of this fate on our clothing. When
all was quiet, it was plunged into a pail of recently
boiled water. When thoroughly soaked, the feathers
were pulled from the fowl and the feet would be cut
off. We were finished when we turned the chicken
over to my mother.
The most exciting but aggravating work was when I
learned to drive the red Massey-Harris tractor when I
was eight. The hay was cut by a mower, raked into
windrows by a horse-powered dump rake adapted for
a tractor, and allowed to cure. My father would then
attach a wagon and a hay rack to the tractor. This little train of machinery would be driven over the windrow, the hay would be picked up by the hay rack, and
deposited onto the wagon where my father would
busily and speedily endeavour to stack it into order or
“build the load.” Since my father could not drive the
tractor at the same time, and with my mother too
busy managing the home and young babies, and
without a hired man, my father had only one solution.
Put young Jimmy on the tractor.
Dad would put the old Massey-Harris into gear while
my foot was on the clutch. Then he would clamber
back onto the wagon and tell me to let up on the
clutch. Periodically, I would be told to increase or
decrease the amount of gas, thereby increasing or decreasing the speed of the hay coming onto the wagon.
Now, as a rule, this was generally okay and worked
reasonably well on our farm. We had two hill fields
that could be tricky! If I had to stop with my foot on
the clutch, it meant I also had to use the brake. This
meant two small legs each striving to reach a pedal
on either side of the gear mechanism. My small body
did not handle the brake quite so well. When I was
required to move forward, while endeavouring to
take my foot off the clutch and the brake, I would
often pop wheelies. The front wheels of the tractor
would lift up off the ground.
My father could get impatient with how I was managing this task. I could be verbally harangued for being too fast, too slow, or too jerky. It was an exercise
in learning and in patience. Two or three of my
younger brothers would be on the load as well. Their
job was to tramp down the hay so more could be
placed on the wagon. Their secondary task was to
relay Dad’s instructions to me which meant they got
a legitimate chance to harangue me as well. Some
days and some times were just thankless.
This tractor driving was more problematic when Dad
took me with him to go threshing. Our neighbours
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had hill fields. However, with my attendance, it
meant that Dad had taken two bodies to work for his
neighbour. They had to return the favour when Dad
threshed.
We started milking by hand when we were about
eleven years of age. I may have been younger. Initially we had ten cows. When they were all flowing, it
meant Dad had to milk all ten. Mom would help him
if it was convenient for her to do so. When John and I
began, it was a great help to Dad.
We would be given the “easy” cows at the outset.
These were placid cows that normally never kicked.
As we got older, we graduated to cows that might
need “kickers,” chains that went around the cow’s
rear legs and made the movement a bit more awkward. To milk, we sat on a one-legged stool, built of
two blocks of wood and shaped like a T. Grasping the
front teats, with our right hand on the farthest away,
we would gently but firmly close off the top of the
teat and apply pressure beginning from the top down.
This meant the thumb and pointing finger would
close and the rest of the fingers in order join the
pointing finger until all the fingers had squeezed the
milk into the pail. Then our hand would open, milk
would flow back into the teat, and the process began
anew.
The steady, rhythmic splash of milk into the pail was
a strangely melodic and soothing sound. Together,
Dad, John and I would be able to complete the task in
good time. This was a quiet and reflective time where
John and I heard the wisdom and stories of the generations. Here we heard stories of faith, learned Irish
songs, and appreciated Dad’s intellect. When we got
to Grade 7, Dad bought milking machines. This was a
far easier way to milk and freed up my father. John
and I could manage the milking by ourselves. We
would take turns and allow each other the chance to
sleep in before catching the bus in the morning.
We were able to mow and rake hay. Together John
and I could build or rebuild the log fences of many
types on the farm. Other tasks within our abilities included splitting wood and digging the odd posthole.
The cleaning of calf pens, pig pens, and gutters
seemed to be an ever ongoing responsibility. The delivery of manure to the fields meant laborious forking
of manure onto a spreader.
I was but the beginning of my ten brothers working
the family farm. We all learned how to work hard,

how to take direction when you did not necessarily
want it, and how to put up with difficult circumstances. My brothers and I have never been without work
because of this early training. Give me a farm boy
any day if a job needs to be completed.

Riders of the
Night Motorcycle Club
By Bruce Bishop

This has no connection to the bald bad boys who run
in packs with intentionally loud noise and possibly
dealing in illicit drugs. My pals, in the 1940s, were
all decent outdoor-loving young working men from
Belleville, Napanee and Kingston, who formed a
club with the above name and behaved in a considerate way—didn’t drink or “deal.” We even had quite a
few good-sport wives and mothers riding on the back
(pillion) seat.
We had jobs and worked all day, finishing around
dinner time. Hence the “Night Riding.” This was
during the war years of 1939 to 1946. Gasoline was
rationed so the highways were pretty empty at
night—all ours!
The bikes were all “used” because the makers were
producing guns for the war effort. They traded for
$300 to $800 at best, and you had to be mechanically
inclined to keep them running. Gasoline was no
problem if you had a six-foot length of small hose for
syphoning gas from the family car. Manufacturers
were all British like BSA (Birmingham Small Arms),
Triumph, Norton and Enfield. We didn’t
acknowledge U.S.-made Harleys and Indians. They
were big and heavy, and we could outrun them.
Weekend trips were the thing. Equipped with sleeping bags and tarps and lots of sandwiches, we toured
to places like Wasaga Beach, Algonquin Park and
race meets in Quebec. In the US we toured Lake
Placid and Maine and returned back home through
the Maritimes. No passports needed in those days.
Racing was big, mainly on small-town horse-racing
tracks and this led ultimately to a big trip to Daytona
Beach.
It all started for me in 1936, when a US Canada Road
Race found a home in Belleville. I’ll never know
who promoted it, but it was not the best decision our
city council ever made.
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The entries came from all over Canada and the United States. I lived on West Moira Street at the time.
Our first taste of the racing came on practice day
when city workers erected miles of that red fencing
all along both sides of the course. Owners could get
out that day, but would not be allowed to use their
driveway entrances on practice afternoons or on race
day. Citizens were some excited, that is upset, when
they realized what we had committed to. Children
and dogs and cats had to be confined. Believe it!
The practice day told all. These guys were driving
Belleville Streets at up to 100 miles per hour. They
didn’t use mufflers so the noise was terrific. Many
guards were employed and they were needed. We
had no idea where our city council men were but we
kids all knew where our fathers were!
Despite complaints, the race started on West Moira at
Yeomans Street. Then full out down West Moira
Street (airborne at the top of the hill), then right on
Cedar Street to Catharine Street, then up the hill to
Yeomans and back to West Moira. People were absolutely terrified!
This was serious racing business: names like Petty,
Tancrede, Andretti and so on—their sons and grandsons are racing today at NASCAR. Well, of all
things, Belleville Boy (I knew him) George Pepper
won! I was there in the old Bell Theatre that night
when George Foran introduced him and presented
the trophy as well as a prize—probably about $500
bucks. Daredevil George Pepper eventually went to
England, raced in the stadiums, joined the RCAF and
sadly, lost his life over London. What a time! What a
life!
George’s brother Frank flew to England, met and
then married George’s widow and brought her and
their two children back to Canada. I know not where.
Father Pepper was a small-time carpenter doing
porches, additions and such. I went to school with his
good-looking daughter “Toots.” The older son was a
hard-living mechanic at Foley Foundry and the other
son, Frank, worked for Jack Hinchey in the CP Telegraph office. He was a nice guy.
And then came Daytona. It was 1946 and all manufacturing had been concentrating on tanks and guns.
The course at Daytona ran down the shoreline highway for a mile then into a bulldozed banked sandy
turn to the beach, then back to the highway. All traffic was detoured. There were about 200 laps. Merv

Burkholder set one of the best lap speeds and qualified among the leaders in a field of over 50 motorcycles. We cheered him on and he was nearly in the
lead, but after 2 or 3 laps he just disappeared. Communications were poor so we set out walking through
the crowd of thousands and happily found him
bruised but content sitting on a sand dune with his
wrecked bike. Someone had fallen and Merv took to
the sand. He never raced again. He was sensible and
satisfied.

Will I See You in
September?
Way back in 1959, a songwriter penned the words,
“Will I see you in September, or lose you to a summer love?” A beautiful song! We at Outlook have the
same thoughts today, having sent you nine issues of
Outlook over the past year, hoping that you have enjoyed them. We are now taking a couple of months
off to relax and renew our energies during the summer. But we will be back in September!
We hope, during “those lazy, hazy, crazy days of
summer” (another song), you take advantage of some
of the services of the Historical Society. For instance,
how about sitting in the sunshine and reading a book
on local history? Check out the extensive listing on
our website (hastingshistory.ca). Just this month we
are introducing a new payment system through online
banking so we can get the books delivered to you
quickly (see directions in this issue).
Another very pleasant diversion in the summer is to
take a local road trip and enjoy the lovely countryside, the rolling hills and quaint back roads while
stopping at some of the interesting historical plaques.
There are over 100 in Hastings County alone, and you
can find a full listing, set out by area or topic on our
special website, hastingshistoricalplaques.ca
Or how about sitting back on the porch or deck and
recalling your experiences so long ago and then writing one or two of them down for our Memories Project. Write a page or so about those times: your first
car, life before television, school days, Christmas, life
on the farm, etc. And send them to the Historical Society at info@hastingshistory.ca. They will be preserved for future generations in the Archives, and
some will be published in Outlook.
Keep in touch with us, we would love to hear from
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you with your comments and suggestions on how the
Historical Society can better serve you. We are at
president@hastingshistory.ca
Richard Hughes, President

Heritage Organizations in
Hastings County
Did you know that there are almost 20 heritage
organizations in Hastings County? Actually, neither did we until we started to assemble a Directory of Heritage Organizations in Hastings County, which is now taking shape under the management of Director Gary Nicoll.
While these heritage organizations are generally
focused on a specific region or subject matter, we
all have the same goal of developing and promoting the great history of this area. Our hope in the
coming months is to come to know each other
better, to share information on our activities and,
hopefully, to cooperate in promoting our events
and projects.
You will be hearing more from us, so stay tuned!

Hastings County Historical
Society Now Accepts E-Transfer
We’ve made it easy for you to pay for your membership, make a donation, or buy a book. Now you
don’t have to write a cheque and deliver it by hand
or put it in the mail. All you have to do is follow
these steps:


Log onto your “online banking” and select
“Interac e-transfer.”



In the block “Send money to” enter our email
address, “treasurer@hastingshistory.ca .”



In the Message block enter the details/purpose of
the payment.

Hopefully you’ll soon be able to buy a ticket to a
banquet or a bus tour as well.
And don’t worry if you don’t do your banking electronically. We’ll still gladly accept cheques.

Note to Authors—By submitting material to be printed
in the Outlook, the author confirms that he/she holds both
legal and moral rights to the material, and grants permission to the Hastings County Historical Society to use this
material in print and/or electronically. The opinions expressed in articles submitted to the Outlook are those of
the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
Hastings County Historical Society, its Board or its members.
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